Here's a list of famous people with ADHD. People on the list who lived a long time ago weren't officially diagnosed with ADHD, but their written history suggests they might have had ADHD. Enjoy the list. You are in good company!

Will Smith...actor, singer
Jim Carrey...comedian, actor
Paris Hilton...actress
James Carvel...political analyst
Ansel Adams...photographer
Pete Rose...Major League Baseball player
Glenn Beck...conservative TV and radio personality
Michael Phelps...Olympic swimmer
Howie Mandell...comedian, actor
David Neeleman...founder of Jet Blue Airways
Paul Orfalea...founder of Kinko's
John F. Kennedy...U.S. President
Jamie Oliver...British celebrity chef
Whoopi Goldberg...comedian, actress
Justin Timberlake...singer, actor
Terry Bradshaw...former Pittsburgh Steelers quarterback
Karina Smirnoff...Ukrainian professional dancer on Dancing with the Stars
Sir Richard Branson...British founder of Virgin Airlines
Erin Brockovich-Ellis...legal clerk and activist
Ty Pennington...TV personality
Scott Eyre...Major League Baseball player
Frank Lloyd Wright...architect
Bruce Jenner...Olympic athlete
Michelle Rodriguez...actress
Solange Knowles...singer (Beyonce's little sister)
Charles Schwab...financial expert
Greg Louganis...Olympic swimmer
Dustin Hoffman...actor
Walt Disney...founder of Disney Productions
Robin Williams...comedian, actor
Steve Jobs...founder of Apple Computers
Woody Harrelson...actor
Prince Charles...future King of England
John Denver...musician
Dwight D. Eisenhower...U.S. President, military general
Nelson Rockefeller...U.S. Vice President
Beethoven...German composer
Lewis Carroll...British author of Alice in Wonderland
Henry Ford...automobile innovator
John Lennon...British musician, member of The Beatles
George Bernard Shaw...Irish author
Pablo Picasso...Spanish Cubist artist
Jackie Stewart...Scottish race car driver
Anna Eleanor Roosevelt...U.S. First Lady
Steven Spielberg...filmmaker
Babe Ruth...Major League Baseball player
General William C. Westmoreland...military general
Orville and Wilber Wright...airplane developers
Stevie Wonder...musician
Henry David Thoreau...author, poet
Sir Isaac Newton...English scientist, mathematician
Dustin Hoffman...actor
Cher...actress, singer
Alexander Graham Bell...telephone inventor
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart...German child prodigy composer
Galileo...Italian astronomer
and the list goes on and on...
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